
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of senior analytics engineer. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior analytics engineer

Data expert on product features for the rest of the company
Work with engineering team to continually acquire new data
Detect and fix data quality issues
You will be a bridge between app/web developers, statisticians, data miners,
product managers, and other Data Engineering & Analytics teams
You will work with other engineering teams to continually acquire new data
To raise the bar of the CS DSE team by building impressive and innovative
custom visualizations and tools that allow users to easily digest information
and ultimately boost CS performance
Provide end to end SDLC and implementation, with full ownership of
stakeholder management and expectation setting, prioritization,
development and delivery
Define infrastructure and libraries to enable ingestion and transformation of
3rd party data quickly and effectively
Partner closely with the data scientists to enable model training, building, and
automation
Develop smart and intuitive analytics products for the marketing organization

Qualifications for senior analytics engineer

Deliver data to engineering partners to optimize self-service, using databases
such as Teradata, Redshift, Hadoop, and NoSQL databases
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Synthesize data from various domains such as device logs, customer service
contacts, and website feedback
Work with the data infrastructure and engineering teams to ensure that all
the required instrumentation and logging is in place to measure the
performance of our devices and success of our product features
Leverage outlier detection mechanisms to identify anomalies across dozens
of metrics and dimensions and trigger investigations when appropriate
Experienced with e-Commerce, web log, or networking data


